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Shockumentary Sicko is another polemic from the Michael Moore

conveyer belt; neither particularly objective nor averse to using

emotional tactics. A man with an agenda cannot escape his public

image easily, especially when this comprises revulsion for much of

his country’s administration, systems, and aspirations. In essence,

Moore has made a living from deconstructing the ‘American

dream’, and so it is with this diatribe against the ‘for-profit’

healthcare system in America, where the poor are marginalised in

the absence of universal healthcare. Critically, the film has

generated remarkably positive feedback on Internet review sites,

and has fared well in the broadsheets, rebutting claims of factual

inaccuracy and selective reporting. Grossing a not-too-shabby $3.6

million over its opening weekend, Sicko slides easily into second

place in the documentary category after Moore’s last production,

Fahrenheit 9/11.

As a man of impressive dimensions, Moore is indeed the average

American. His interviewees are regular folk with no prejudices; they

are merely the disillusioned victims of putative insurance company

guile. I concede my scepticism about any crusader who makes this

kind of money from his campaigning, who takes unrelenting issue

with his country across multiple exposés, and has a bizarre

penchant for Canada (see Bowling for Columbine). However,

Moore’s core message maintains a resounding truthfulness: out-

sourcing healthcare to the private sector in the absence of proper

subsidies (or alternatives) for the poor, can only lead to woe.

Moore begins with his home nation’s failings. The anecdotes of the

man who had to choose which finger to re-attach, and the woman

whose child died while she was refused care, are standouts in a

macabre list. We are also treated to ongoing propaganda from the

insurance people, and to the government’s complicity in diverse

misdeeds concerning the health system. Rather unsurprisingly, we

are returned to the Oval Office for a root cause, and familiarised

with the ‘buyability’ of the supposedly less villainous: not least,

former critic of the health system, Hillary Rodham Clinton.

The second component of Moore’s diatribe contrasts American

healthcare with healthcare elsewhere. Through interviews with

expatriates in France and a former socialist MP in Britain, he unveils

Europeans’ casual expectation of cheap healthcare. Even with

Moore’s faux surprise at every cost-free healthcare provision (except

perhaps the almost inconceivable maternity benefits in France), it

would be undeniably difficult for Joe American to digest the import

and luxury of free healthcare. Unsurprisingly, the flak from

individuals such as Bill O’Reilly (and indeed more lettered critics)

focuses on the disingenuousness of Moore’s detective work abroad,

and his avoidance of the actuality of the health service at home,

which is ranked rather poorly by the WHO in 37th place.

The finale is a trip to Cuba with a boatload of disenfranchised

Americans who are suffering ill health. A brief swing by

Guantanamo Bay (where medical care for prisoners is touted as

impeccable by the US army), and the unlikely band weigh anchor

in Havana. They are immediately set upon by eager doctors and

ushered to the best wards Red money can buy. After thorough

medical review by an army of benevolent specialists, Fidel Castro

glides in with the lollipop box ... as well he might … This is too

easy to rig, despite the likelihood that much of it is probably true –

a respectable health service (considering economic isolation),

superior life expectancy, and an international reputation for

generous medical aid all militate in Cuba’s favour.

Moore has an eye for creative documentary making that may anger

you in the telling – not least with the questionable reliability of the

facts. However, he is clearly not struggling with a scarcity of material

either. Something about all of this casts new light on the Irish health

service; our habituation to cheap healthcare has attenuated our

gratitude, and bolstered our criticism regarding what we now expect

as a matter of course. While there are practiced rhetorical spiels in

America on the evils of socialised medicine (often to the exclusion of

sensible discussion), it ain’t so bad to hear a few words from the

other camp. Fight fire with fire.

Sicko:healthy dose of cynicism 
or insidious agitprop?

FRANK LEADER casts a sceptical eye over
the latest healthcare-themed offering from
controversial director Michael Moore.
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